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Abstract
One of the best techniques of feature efficiency estimation is based on the 
application of composition of the binary relations, i.e. direct shadows of fuzzy sets. 
Furthermore, the analysis of the binary relations yields a significant increase in the 
efficiency of the method operation, and also a detailed understanding of the processes 
occurring during the process of composition under various conditions.
Since the composition of the binary relations is exploited to estimate the 
efficiency of attributes by means of direct shadows of fuzzy sets, a question appears: 
what volume of the information regarding the efficiency of attributes can supplementary 
shadows of fuzzy sets bear ? The use of supplementary shadows along with the analysis 
of direct shadows of fuzzy sets will presumably give a more complete representation 
about the efficiency of features of classes.
The experiments performed on solving tasks by means of the composition of 
direct and supplementary shadows have shown that imder certain conditions 
supplementary shadows can give some auxiliary estimation of the attributes efficiency. 
It was then decided to continue some of experiments to reveal the valid behavior of 
supplementary shadows under various statements of the task and various samples, and 
also provided that the quantity of classes and the degree of their participation in space 
were changed.
In this paper, an example is considered where three classes participate on a 
three-dimensional space of attributes. The convolution of composition realization 
results, degrees of reduction, is also proposed to estimate the attributes available.
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